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I stumbled upon your writing whilst
searching for a ritual that I am told
was practiced during the Sangam
period. My search brought me to
your article titled Understanding
some problems in Tamil Literature
through Tamil Cinema!. I loved
reading every bit of it. I have
stopped searching for sources now
as I am convinced that you are a
store house of information. I am glad
to have spotted you. You have
written a vast amount and I will
surely read them all but my
impatience leads me to wonder if
you probably might also have
written about the ritual I was
searching for. I am told the ritual
was called, Manjal Neeraatu Vizha.
Can You please tell me, where to
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find the Sangam Tamil pdfs in tamil?
Ive gone through the link you
provided but all i am getting is the
kurunthal (Kurunthil being the
literary term for Vadaikku meaning
the one who carries). Thanks in
advance I doubt if you can find any
pdf copies of the Sangam Tamil in
English. I found this site: http://www.
devangi.com/pages/sangam. You
can find these PDFs on it in Tamil.
Go to the page and change the
language to Tamil. Then click on Go.
I heard that Tamil was first learned
with the help of Sangam literature
but I dont know how to get the
same. Is there any modern book
available in Tamil with the same
information that exists in the
Sangam literature? I think a myth is
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circulating that during the Sangam
period "samudram" is used when we
speak about sea. We should have "
nedungaram" for sea. Actually
"samudram" means a body of water.
So we can't always speak about
"massam" when we talk about sea
because in some cases it is not a sea
but a lake. "Massam" means a body
of water which is close to land. But
"massam" like "doodam", "idduram"
etc. can be used as meaning of "a
sea". For example "doodam" means
"massam" also. So "massam" or
"doodam" can mean sea or lake. So
we cant generalize that in the
Sangam period "massam" is used
only for sea. For example, there are
several names for "Salamsuram",
which is a coastal town in Tamil
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Nadu. In Tamil, it is called as
"Thondamanandal" which means
"Thonda-manthu" which means "sea
of good" (Thondam means "sea",
Manthu is a common noun for good),
"Thonthana-uthru-manthan" which
means "Thondam ends, good starts".
Also, "Thondamaiyam-tain" which
means "the sea ends and the good
starts" and "Thonthayal"- "Thondam
has finished, good starts". Many
more examples can be found in the
popular literature. All those people
who make this "samudram"
argument, did not read the Tamil
dictionaries. They do not know
anything about the Tamil language.
They do not know about the history
and the cultures of the Tamil people.
They even do not know about the
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geography of Tamil Nadu.
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it has been said that people from
different parts of the world say thank

you have you ever wondered how
our tamil friends thank others or how

a spanish thanks in his/her
language. have you not wondered
how to say thank you in arabic or

urdu. let us know how to say thank
you in indian languages and various

other world languages such as
korean, japanese, french, chinese,

etc. it should create awareness
among the people. we should use

our resources efficiently. we should
create a new tamil economy. we
should start from giving the poor
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their rights and they should be
empowered to create a future for

themselves, he added. a leader from
tamil nadu said that he would be

standing for election next year. the
party is a viable option for the

people of tamil nadu and people
from all communities should come
forward to strengthen the party. in

northern india, there is a tradition of
playing a game of cricket during
sankranti. the tamil language has
the same set of grammar rules as
the sanskrit language. in tamil, the

letter vam stands for the word
'vaam'(i). so, when the word vam is

used as a noun, it means 'i'.
similarly, when the word vam is used

as a verb, it means 'to go' or 'to
walk'. the next step is to capture the
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congress and the dravida munnetra
kazhagam parties votes. the bjp and

the aiadmk parties should win the
support of the all india anna dravida
munnetra kazhagam party and the

tamil nadu congress party votes. the
cpi(m) and the dmk parties should

be divided and their votes captured.
the people should be made to realise

their importance. 5ec8ef588b
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